Diophantos' solutions to the problems of Arithmetica have been the object of extensive reading and interpretation in modern times, especially from the point of view of identifying "hidden steps" or "general methods". In this paper, after examining the relevance of various interpretations given for the famous problem II 8 in the context of modern algebra or geometry, we focus on a close reading of the ancient text of some problems of Arithmetica in order to investigate Diophantos' solving practices. This inquiry reveals certain pointers, which enable us to create a framework for defining the generality of Diophantos' methods.
Introduction
From a contemporary point of view Diophantos' Arithmetica (written, according to most specialists, about 250 AD) 1 seems to be an unusual mathematical work, at least for the fact that it deals with arithmetical problems stated in general terms, but solved on particular numbers. 2 Diophantos always gives the enunciations of the problems ("protaseis") and the related solving conditions ("prosdiorismoi") in a quite general, though rhetoric way. Moreover, in the introductory part of his work two general rules for transforming equations are stated, which are identical with the later "aljabr" and "almuqabala" of the mathematicians of medieval Islam. On the other hand, despite the general and usually indeterminate nature of the problems, he always introduces specific data and expresses all the relations among the numbers given and the numbers sought making use of a single symbol for an unknown quantity; he translates the problem into an equation with numerical coefficients from which a specific value of the unknown can be found, leading finally to a particular solution (except for those cases where the solution is given in an indeterminate manner, i.e. in the form of identities). 3 From a "post-Viète" point of view, a plausible reason for this lack of general results in Arithmetica would seem to be the Greek system of numeration, in which the letters of the alphabet are used to denote particular numbers making thus impossible to employ them to represent any number. 4 This interpretation however does not answer the following, purely historical questions:
1. Is the specific character of Diophantos' solutions only a consequence of their dependence upon particular numbers or does it relate to a different concept of generality in mathematics? 2. What is the relation between the general enunciation of a problem in Arithmetica and a corresponding particular solution? 3. How could the ancient reader of Arithmetica realize that a method for solving a general problem, after having been explained by means of particular values for the numbers which are assumed given, is valid for all cases?
The relevance of the last question arises from the fact that Arithmetica has a clear didactic orientation. Several times in the introductory part, which is addressed to a certain learner Dionysios, Diophantos mentions the benefits of his teaching: the existence of a way ("hodos"), for solving the great number of arithmetical problems that can be formed, or the arrangement in which the more simple problems are leading up to the more complex ones in order for the beginners to easily access and remember them. [Tannery I, p. 4, [10] [11] p. 16, [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 
